
Helicopter and water rescue teams who need inherit floatation and 
vertical lift or over-the-bank capability have been putting PFD’s over the 
top of Triton/Tri SAR. This has resulted in less than ideal flotation and 
fit. The TRITON PFD solves that issue by attaching to LSC harness with 
no modifications necessary, utilizing LSC standard mounting systems for 
Triton/TriSAR vests 
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TRITON PFD - fits LSC TRI-SAR and TRITON Harness

• Removable sealed foam (an industry first) allowing for decontamination. 

•  Triton PFD can be used without the flotation system.

• Heavy-duty Laser-cut molle front and back with 1050 denier fabric

• Velcro T-tabs for excess webbing management

• Shaped PVC foam, and deep cut armholes for unrestricted rescue swim-
ming

• Size: Universal one size fits most: (Chest) 30” - 54” 76cm - 137cm

• Approx 20 lbs, 9 kg, 90 N of flotation - designed to reduce the impact 
for over-water helicopter emergencies. 
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ACCESSORIES: additional flotation, hydration, ballistics protection systems, extrication leash, and back pocket

The Triton PFD is designed for still, flood and swift water 
rescue where the rescuer could encounter hazards that re-
quire an inherently buoyant PFD.
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Features:

In addition to the LSC 
standard mounts, the Triton 
PFD has user defined 
restraint system that secures 
the PFD to the harness 
waist belt. This assist with 
keeping the PFD secure and 
in place. The front and rear 
Molle allows the user to have 
a variety of configurations 
depending on their 
environment.   
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Triton Vest - fits LSC TRI-SAR and TRITON Harness
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ACCESSORIES:  hydration, radio holder, ballistics protection systems, back pocket

The Triton MOLLE vest allows the user to configure both 
the LSC Trition and TriSAR harness for helicopter search and 
rescue activities where the LSC inflatable vest or swift water/
flood floatation (Triton PFD) is not indicated.  
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Laser cut vest 
colors: black and sand

The Triton Vest provides additional MOLLE space for user-defined pouches, radio 
holsters etc. There are two vest options for the user to choose from. Laser-cut 
MOLLE vest (seen below) and mesh vest with Molle attachments (pictured to 
right, loaded).

Mesh vest


